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A model is defined in which questions concerning delay bounded asynchronous parallel 
systems may be investigated. It is shown that synchronization problems, similar to the 
"firing squad synchronization problem," cannot be solved by delay bounded asynchronous 
systems. Three conditions called persistence, determinacy, and single change are intro- 
duced. These conditions are shown to be sufficient o guarantee that a synchronous 
execution policy can be relaxed to an asynchronous execution policy with no change to the 
result of the computation. This is a Church-Rosser type theorem, but in addition, the 
asynchronous execution time is shown to be only (D + 1) times the synchronous execution 
time, where D is the delay- bound. Finally, a wide class of recognition problems i  identified 
which can be solved by linear asynchronous structures. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Computat ional  systems, whether  they be hardware or software, are usually envis ioned 
as an interconnect ion f  a number  of separate and dist inct processes. Each of the processes 
is assumed to per form a particular task, obtaining inputs from other processes in the 
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system and providing results to other processes in the system. The function of the whole 
system is accomplished through the combined effort of the distinct processes acting in 
concert. A specification of the overall control of when processes are to act and com- 
municate with each other is usually required to ensure proper operation of the system. 
In programs this is usually done by specifying the "flow of control" of the program, 
whereas in hardware this is usually done by having a centralized control unit which 
emits control signals to the processes. As is well known, efficiencies can often be realized 
by having several processes act simultaneously, or in parallel, rather than having a single 
sequence of process actions. Such parallel computation, however, is often quite complex 
to control, especially when the time of process performance is variable. 
In this paper we study the intercommunication problems for systems of interconnected 
processes, acting in parallel, where the time required for a process to act is not known 
exactly. As a simplifying assumption we restrict our attention here to linear inter- 
connection of processes. The results we obtain are then directly applicable to such 
"linear structures." Also, this provides some information about systems having more 
complex interconnection, since in any such system there are linear chains of inter- 
connected processes. The linearity assumption allows us to draw on, and compare our 
results with, the extensive work done on synchronous linear structures. For example, 
the "Firing Squad Synchronization Problem" [7] is one of the earliest questions tudied 
in this context. Since that time, a large quantity of literature has appeared on cellular 
machines, iterative arrays, parallel grammars, L-systems, etc. [2, 4, 9, 10]. All of these 
studies assume synchronous computation. That is, at each discrete moment in time, if a 
machine can perform some transition (or, in the grammatical case, if a production applies) 
then that transition must be performed. The consequences of relaxing the synchronous 
requirement to  asynchronous operation are: first, that some tasks which can be done 
synchronously cannot even be approximated asynchronously, and second, for those 
synchronous computations that can be realized asynchronously, the previously used 
techniques fail to apply and a new set of techniques must be developed. The asynchronous 
assumption is a useful one to make since processes often have execution times which 
depend upon the data. We do assume that the times are known to be within some upper 
and lower bounds, although they may vary with time within these bounds. Examples 
where such situations arise include both cellular arrays of devices, where each device 
runs at some nonzero rate, and operating systems, where each process is given a nonzero, 
but somewhat variable, amount of time to act. 
Our model, to be formally defined in the next section, hypothesizes a system of n 
identically structured finite state machines organized as a linear array. Each machine is 
allowed to communicate with other machines in its own neighborhood (not necessarily 
just with its adjacent neighbors). The time is measured in a relative fashion, with one 
step elapsing whenever some machine(s) change state. A given machine is said to become 
active when it is first capable of a transition. (Identity transitions are not allowed, so 
a device may not be capable o f  another state change immediately after a transition has 
taken place.) Once active, the m~tchine can perform th e state change at any step. However, 
no machine can remain active, without changing :state, for more than D steps. The 
delay, D, is a nonnegative integral value which gives the number of steps any processor 
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is allowed to remain idle prior to completing a computational step. Hence, when D --  0, 
no idle steps are allowed, each processor completes execution at each step and, therefore, 
the system is synchronous. When D > 0, the system is asynchronous and the processors 
operate at a worst case rate of once every D q- 1 steps. 
Clearly, because the rate of execution is a parameter, the model to be described will 
be equally capable of characterizing synchronous, as well as asynchronous, computation. 
indeed, by varying D, a single system can be executed using either policy. This facilitates 
our study of the reIationships between synchronous and asynchronous parallel computa- 
tion. 
Several comments are in order. First, note that no assumption is made as to whether 
or not the relative time steps are of equal length. Furthermore, no assumption is made 
about how long it takes for a given device to change state, except that it is bounded. 
Consequently, we are allowing the execution time of a given device to change for any 
reason whatsoever. The same transition can even take a different number of steps for 
different devices or for the same device at different points in the computation. All that 
is required is that it be bounded by D -[- ! (D is fixed for any given computation). This 
point of view is motivated by an interest in modeling parallel circuits as well as operating 
systems. In the former case, the performance of the device may be influenced by physical 
characteristics of the components. In the latter case, a process may be influenced by 
competition with other processes for resources, or influenced by 1/0 or some other 
exogenous variables. In any case, if the delay D cannot be chosen precisely for a given 
system, then it may be considered to be a limit beyond which the failure of a processor 
to execute within D is interpreted as a failure of the entire system. 
A second observation is that the assumption of "identically structured" processes 
is not overly restrictive. The assumption should probably be stated as "identically 
structured with respect o the interaction among processes." Hence, the interaction of 
multiple instances of processes which communicate in the same manner is being studied. 
Any computation ot relevant to this communication is allowed; since it does not 
influence the overall synchronization behavior, however, it can be ignored. 
Finally, a word of warning is in order about the role of D. D, as it is used in the sequel, 
is the delay, or the number of idle steps allowed before a device must execute. Conse- 
quently, the "firing frequency" for processors which are always active will, in the worst 
case, be once every D -~- 1 steps. Thus, for the synchronous case, D = 0, the devices 
must fire at each step and, therefore, no idle steps are allowed for active processors. 
The main question addressed in this paper is: 
How do linear arrays of machines operating synchronously compare with linear arrays of 
machines operating asynchronously in terms of computational nd synchronization charac- 
teristics ? 
First of all we note that observed global!y, asynchronous array has precisely one execution 
sequence (assuming, as we do, that the machines are deterministic). By contrast, an 
asynchronous array defines a set of computations corresponding to the differing execution 
rates of the individual machines. Obviously, one of these computations i  a "synchronous" 
computation (in the sense that each machine executes without any delay). Thus, if we 
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consider an asynchronous computation to be well behaved if the computed result is 
independent of the individual execution rates, then clearly, anything that can be computed 
asynchronously can be computed synchronously. Our main question thus reduces to: 
Are asynchronous arrays weaker than synchronous arrays ? The answer depends upon 
whether we speak of synchronization ability or computational bility. 
It is known that cellular arrays can solve the firing squad synchronization problem [7]. 
It would be foolish to expect an asynchronous linear array to solve this problem (for 
D > 0) since the "soldiers" may or may not choose to "fire" at the appointed moment. 
But suppose that we required all soldiers to fire within an interval of size D. It will be 
shown that this simpler problem cannot be solved! Indeed, a stronger esult will be 
shown. Hence, with respect o synchronizing qualities, the asynchronous linear arrays 
are weaker than their synchronous counterparts. 
By contrast, it will be shown that for language recognition problems, asynchronous 
arrays are no weaker than the synchronous linear arrays. This is unexpected since in 
the synchronous arrays the techniques used to solve the firing squad problem are central 
to the solution of recognition problems. In [10] the recognition questions were analyzed 
in terms of the time required by the linear array. Hence, it is not only of interest whether 
a particular set can be recognized, but the time required in comparison to the synchronous 
case is also relevant. We show that it takes at most 3(D + 1) times longer. 
This last result uses another of our main theorems. Namely, we identify three properties 
of linear asynchronous ystems--determinacy, persistence, and single change--and 
show that these are sufficient o guarantee that any system with these properties operates 
asynehronously at most (D q- 1) times slower than it does synchronously, for all D. 
With this result we obtain an effective strategy for solving a problem with asynchronous 
systems: First find a synchronous system for the task. Establish determinacy, persistence, 
and single change, and then invoke the above theorem. The validity and performance 
are thus established. 
The format of the remainder of the paper is as follows. Section 2 gives initial definitions 
and illustrative examples. Section 3 shows the impossibility of a linear asynchronous 
system solving the firing squad synchronization problem. Section 4 proves the CR 
Theorem 1 on the synchronous to asynchronous relationship. Section 5 establishes the 
equivalence between synchronous and asynchronous recognition, and Section 6 poses 
some open problems. 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES 
In this section we introduce the basic model, present examples, and provide further 
motivation. 
Although we have purposely chosen a model that is closely related to the iterative 
arrays and cellular automata models so as to provide convenient comparison, we have 
1 The name is motivated by the fact that this theorem has a flavor similar to the Church-Rosser 
Theorem of Lambda Calculus [1, 3]. 
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not used the finite state machine as a basic constituent of the model. Instead, we avoid 
the cumbersome details of these machines by basing the model on a rewriting system 
that we call an asynchronous grammar. Even so, we will continue to employ the machine 
metaphor in our informal discussions; first because it is a handy conceptual tool, and 
second because we believe the work includes application to asynchronous systems that 
are actually implemented as circuits. 
DEFINITION 2.1. An asynchronous  grammar  G = <X,  P )  consists of a finite alphabet 27 
and a finite set P of productions of the form ~ --+ fl, where 
(i) ~, ~ e X*, 
(ii) i~l =1/817 
(iii) a #/3 .  
Hence, an asynchronous grammar is a rewriting system with length preserving, 
nonidentity productions over the alphabet. The state of a l inear array of n machines is 
thus represented by a word x lx  2 . . .  xn  ~ Xn .  a 
A rule e -*  fl models changes in the states of machines in terms of their own states 
and the states of neighboring machines. The  ~ @/8 constraint is intuit ively natural 
since in an asynchronous ystem the only detectable action is a change in a state. 
Remaining in a state is considered as no action. 
Given a string x 1 -'- xn,  suppose there is a production ~--~/8 such that 
~ XiXi+ 1 " "X j .  
Then a --+/3 can be app l ied  to x 1 "-- x~, and if fl = Y iY i+ l  "'" Y j  we obtain the string 
x l  "'" x i -aY~Y i+ l  "'" Y iX j+ l  "'" x ,~ .  Thus,  successive modifications to some initial string 
in X n will represent the successive state changes in the linear asynchronous structure. 
A particularly simple case is that for an ordinary array of n machines where any 
machine's next state depends only upon its current state and the current states of its 
two neighbors. Th is  situation is represented by a grammar in which 1a I=  3. The  
middle symbol represents the machine under consideration and the two end symbols 
represent the neighbors. Thus  a production ~ --+ fi would take the form: a la2a  3 -+  b lb2b3,  
where a a = b 1 , a 3 = b a and a 2 4 = b 2 indicating the desired change. 
A precise description of how changes can occur due to product ion application is 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let x = x 1 " "  xn  c X '~ and y == y~ - "  y ,  ~ X 'k  We write x ~--- y 
provided x 3- y and x i ~ Y i  implies there exists a production a 1 "- c~ k --~ fil "'"/8k E P 
such that 
(i) 3j, 1 ~<<j ~< n such that x l -3+l  "'" x i  "'" x i -5~ = % "'" % "'" ak  , and 
(ii) Yi-5+~ = .B~ whenever as =/= fls for s = l, 2 ..... k. 
I ~ I denotes the length of string a. 
3 Subscripts are used to denote coordinate positions. 
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Informally, x 1 - ' -x~ v--y 1 ---yn if wherever a change takes place (x  i :#Yi) ,  then there 
is some production matching some context around x i  (requirement (i)) and that each 
change implied by the production (a~ :/- fi~) is reflected in the result (/3~ ~ Y/~J+s). This 
definition is quite general, allowing overlapping application of productions. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let G=({ I ,  2 ,3} ,{t2 -+13,23-+21,  2--+33}). Then the fol- 
lowing are all the allowed transitions tarting in 123. 
123~-133, 
123~---121w-131, 
123~--121e--331, 
123+---333, 
123F--331. 
Note thatconsistent overlappingis allowed and that in thelastthree cases, i t is ambiguous 
whether 12-~13 is applied, since i t i s  subsumed by 12--+33. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let Gl== <{1, 2},{12--+21}> then 
1121221--121122, 
112122~-112212, 
112122e-121212. 
Note thatthis  grammaris  nonoverlapping. We shall have moreto  say aboutthis grammar 
later. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Given G = <X, P> and x 1 "" x~ c X ~ coord inate  i is ac t ive  in 
x 1 --- x n provided there exists a y l  "-" Yn c Z " such that x~ -" x~ ~ Yl "'" Y~ and x~ -% y~. 
Informally, coordinate i is active whenever it is possible for xi to change value. 
Notat ion .  Superscripts will be used to denote elements of a sequence. The reflexive, 
transitive closure of ~ is denoted ~-. Hence x~-y  if and only if there exist 
x ~ x 1, x2,..., x ~z (q ~ 0) such that x = x ~ ~-- x 1 ~-  x 2 ~-- ""  ~ xq = y .  We write x e--, y 
to denote a single application of production p to string x, while x e-- l y  means that 
exactly one production has been applied. 
We are now ready to introduce the delay property into our asynchronous model. 
DEFINITION" 2.4. Let x ~ xl,... ~ 2J ~, G = <Z, P )  be an asynchronous grammar and 
D ~ 0 be an integer. The sequence x~ x 1, x2,.., is a D-computat ion  provided 
(i) Vj -~ 0, M ~-- x ~+1, and 
(ii) ~i , j  such that xi j = x~ +k and coordinate i is active in x ~+k for all 
k =0,  1,2 , . . . ,D+ 1. 
Hence a D-computation is a legal sequence of state transformations such that no active 
coordinate remains unchanged for D + 1 consecutive steps. 
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EXAMPLE 2.3. Let (71 --  <{1, 2}, {12 ~ 21}), then 
111222~--112122 
~--121212 
~--212121 
~--221211 
~--222111 
is a 0-computation for G1, while 
111222~--112122 
~--121122 
~--211212 
~--212112 
~-221121 
~--221211 
~--222111 
is one of the 1-computations for G 1 on 111222. Note that two active but idle transitions 
have been underscored. 
Evidently, G 1 moves all 2's to the left and all l 's to the right in both the 0-computation 
and this particular 1-computation. Is this always the case for all D and all D-computations 
and how long does it take ? We claim 
(i) for any input of l 's and 2's, G 1 shifts all 2's to the left and all l 's to the right 
while preserving the total number of each for any 0-computation, 
(ii) for all D, property (i) holds as well for all D-computations, and 
(iii) any D-computation for G 1 halts in time less than 8(D + I) n for some con- 
stant 3 >~ 1. 
The claim is quite intuitive but it is not simple to prove directly. For example, it is not 
the case even for a 0-computation, that once a 2 begins moving left, it continues to do 
so at a rate of at least 1/(D q- 1). This is because a 2 can "run into" a long sequence 
of 2's and be blocked (since the rule does not apply) for a long period of time. In short, 
it is quite possible for a 2 to exhibit a "hurry-up and wait" behavior. 
Assertions (i)-(iii) are in fact true, but to prove them we employ some of the theory 
developed in the later sections. Our purpose in proving the assertions now is to underscore 
the proof strategy which we shall employ. We believe that it is an effective method of 
reducing the complexity of this type of proof and is, therefore, worthy of special emphasis. 
The argument takes the following form: 
(1) verify directly that the grammar computes the proper result for some con- 
venient D-computation, 
(2) find the time t required for the 0-computation, 
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(3) show that the grammar (or one equivalent o it) is elementary (see Defini- 
tion 2.8), 
(4) appeal to the CR Theorem (Section 4) which says that all D-computations 
for elementary grammars compute the same result and the time is less than (D + 1) t. 
This strategy renders the proof of (i)-(iii) quite painless, as we shall now see. 
For correctness, it will be sufficient o establish that the output is correct only for a 
single D-computation. Naturally, we choose D to simplify the proof and this is often 
the 0-computation or an m-computation, i.e., one where a specific sequence is chosen 
without regard for how long an active position is delayed. For the problem at hand, a 
specific I-computation is most convenient. In particular, for any string x ~ of I 's and 2's, 
we choose the l-computation with the property 
X 6 ~ X 1 
X i ~--  xi+l  
provided 12 ~ 21 is applied to all pairs xj~176 = 12 such that j  is even, 
provided all active coordinates in x ~ actually change (i > 0). 
0 0 12 where j is odd will be delayed This is clearly a 1-computation, since any x~ xj+ 1 = 
one step; the computation is then synchronous thereafter. 
This particular computation has been chosen because it has the easily verified property 
(*) for i > 0, if i is odd (even) then xSx~+ a = 12 changes to x~+ax~_] = 21 
iff j  is odd (even). 
Thus, during the synchronous portion of this computation the only active changes are 
to pairs with odd/even indices for odd computation steps and to pairs with even/odd 
indices for even computation steps. This property is important because it enables Floyd's 
theorem [5] on parallel sorting networks to be invoked: We interpret he synchronous 
portion of this computation as a parallel sort (into descending order) using interchanges. 
The interchanges of the sorting network are applied so that (*) holds. Floyd's theorem 
establishes that a vector of n elements sorted in parallel according to (*) halts with 
output in (descending) sorted order (all 2's to the left) in n steps or fewer. Since one 
step is required to "get into phase," this 1-computation halts with the proper result in 
n + I steps. Thus, steps (I) and (2) are established. We find that (~) ~s true and that 
the 0-computation for it is time bounded by n + 1. There is nothing to do for (4), so 
all that remains is to establish (3). 
Elementary grammars (see Definition 2.8) have three properties: single change, 
persistence, and determinacy. 
DEFINITION 2.5. An asynchronous grammar G-  (Z, P )  is single change iff p c P 
implies p is of the form 
aafl ~ a:a' fl, 
where ~, ~ E Z* and a, a' ~ Z. 
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The single change property is fundamental since it enables a device to change 
independently of its neighbors. This is obviously not a property of G l , but it can be 
modified to be single change. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Let G 2 = {2J, P}, where 
and 
27 = {1, 2, d ,  B} 
P = {12--* 1A 
1A --+ BA 
BA ~ B1 
B1 --* 21 
B2 -+ 22}. 
The intuition here is that the intermediate states, A and B, implement an "information 
passing" protocol where d means "a 2 is being sent left and acknowledgment of receipt 
is requested" and B means "the 2 has been received and is hereby acknowledged." 
Thus, the first four productions accomplish the 12 to 21 interchange. Production five 
is required because a 1 (placed by BA-+ BI) could have already been changed into 
a 2 due to the asynchronous execution. 
Grammar G 2 computes the same result as G 1 , but it is not true that its time satisfies 
that required in (iii) above. Indeed, the worst ease behavior of G 2 is 3((D q- 1) n) 2. The 
difficulty can be observed in the following example. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Given G2, a portion of a legal 1-computation for G2 is 
l l l l l 1222222b- - l l l l l lA22222 
~---11111BA22222 
~---11111B122222 
11 l11B1A2222 
~-- 11111BBA2222 
~--111112222221. 
The underscored transition did not "fire" and is now "locked out." In the worst case, 
it can remain so until a single 1 propagates all the way to the right and the B's change 
back into 2's. It will then change according to the last production. Apparently, the 
computational requirements are satisfied for G~, but not the timing requirements. 
The solution, of course, is to add a new production. 
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EXAMPLE 2.7. Let G 3 = ({l,  2, A, B}, P )  
P = {12--~ 1A 
IA---* BA  
BA --+ B1 
B1 --+ 21 
B2 -~ 22 
BB -+ 2B}. 
The difficulty with Ge is that it is not persistent. 
DEFINITION 2.6. An asynchronous grammar G = (27, P )  is persistent if Vx, i ,p,  
and p',  
x ~--~ y with xi =/- Yi 
and 
x ~-~, y '  with xi ~ Yi' 
! tt tt implies 3p" ~ P such that y ~--~- y with Yi = Yi .  
Persistence prevents an active transition from being "locked out" by the activity of 
its neighbors. Evidently, G a is persistent. G3 also has the other property required of an 
elementary grammar, determinacy. 
DEFINITION 2.7. An asynchronous grammar G = (2J, P )  is determinate if Vx, i, p, p', 
and coordinate i active in x, 
and 
then  Y i  = Y i ' .  
x ~--~ y with xi v' Yi 
x ~--~, y '  with xi :/= Yi', 
Determinacy requires that there be a unique next state for any state change. Note 
that G 1 and G z are also determinate asynchronous grammars. 
DEFINITmN 2.8. An asynchronous grammar is elementary if it is single change, 
determinate, and persistent. 
Evidently G 3 is elementary, so we can appeal to the CR Theorem, thus establishing 
(i)-(iii) for G 3 . Generally, we will be working with single change grammars uch as Ga, 
and hence we would be finished. Since G 1 is not single change a few additional observa- 
tions are required. 
Clearly, for any D-computation of G 1 on x, each 
Xi k--- x i+I  
can be replaced by 
xi ~___ yl  ~__ y2 ~__ y3 v--- x i+1 
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where y~ has A's  in all positions that change from 2 to 1 as x i ~-- x i+*, y~ has B's to the 
left of tile A's ofy  ~, and ya has l 's in A positions o fy  1. This is a legal 4D-computation 
for G a . Hence (i) and (ii) must be true for G~. Furthermore, if there is no 8 such that 
all D-computations of G 1 are time bounded by 8(D q- 1) n, no bound could exist for G a . 
By the CR Theorem it does exist and hence (iii) is established for G 1 . 
DEFINITION 2.9. Let G = (Z', P} be an asynchronous grammar and x ~ e 22 ". A 
D-computation x ~ xl,..., x ~' is said to halt if ~x ~ Z '~ such that x" ~-  x. In this case x ~ 
is called the result of the D-computation. 
3. SYNCHRONIZATION CAPABILITIES 
In this section we demonstrate that asynchronous linear arrays cannot synchronize in 
any meaningful way. This will be done by showing that a problem weaker than the 
firing squad synchronization problem cannot be solved. As noted previously, it is not 
surprising that the "standard version" of this problem cannot be solved, but it is not 
even possible for the two "soldiers" at the ends to "fire" at approximately the same 
time. 
DEFINITION 3.1. 
squad problem provided 
(a) {g, c, q} C s .c/, _C Z ~ and 
(b) (i) ~-- ,~eP impl ies~r  
(ii) for any D-computation x ~ xl,..., x "~ 
I t ,  - -  t~ E -<- f (n) ,  where 
An asynchronous grammar G = ~Z', P )  solves the ( f ,  D} firing 
that halts (where x ~ =gq"c) ,  
t o = min{k I xl k c ~9~ 
)Ok t~ = min{h t- ~+., ~ 5/'}. 
(iii) all D-computations can be extended to halting D-computations. 
Informally, the conditions can be viewed as follows: g = "general," q = "null state 
soldier," c --  "colonel," and Y = the set of "shoot" states; g and c mark the ends of 
the array. Condition (bi) requires that the process be initiated by the "general," 
(bii) requires that the firing times of the "general" and "colonel" be within f (n )  of each 
other. Note that the definition of t o and t c requires that only the first "bullet" fired by  
the general, and the first "bullet" fired by the colonel are of interest. Thus, the classic 
solution solves the (0, 0) firing squad problem, i.e., the problem is solved synchronously 
with the general and colonel (and all other soldiers) firing at the same time. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that the asynchronous grammar G = (Z,  P}  solves the (f, D} 
firing squad problem with D > O. Then there exists a constant 8 > 0 such that f (n )  >/8n. 
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Proof. Let G be given as required by Definit ion 39 and x ~ x ] ..... x "* be a halting 
0-computat ion where x ~ E {gq*c}, [ x ~ ] = n q- 2, and 
t o = min{k ] xl ~ e So}, 
t~ --  min{k i x~+2 e ._9~ 
For  each p e P, writ ing p as czay --+ cdby with a 5 6 b indicates the rightmost changed 
symbol in p. Then  let w R = maxe{ [ ~' ] ] p ~ P}. Similarly writ ing p as e~ay --+ c~b T' with 
a =~ b indicates the leftmost change in p. Let w L = maxe{ l y' I ]P  ~ P}- Finally, we 
define w as w - -  max{w z , we}. That  is, w is the max imum distance over which a single 
production application can cause a change. Therefore, as with the classical firing squad 
problem, no signal can travel from g to c in less than n/w steps; thus t, >/n/w. Now, 
suppose that f (n )  <~ n/2w since if it were not, the theorem is true. But, tg ~ n/2w since 
otherwise [ t~ - -  t o ] > n/2w. Therefore, both tg and t~ are at least n/2w. 
Suppose to ~< t~ (the other case is analogous). Without  loss of generality, let (n - -  2)/2w 
be an integer. Define k = tg - -  (n - -  2)/2w. Now, there exists a 1-computation 
x o, xl,..., xk, yg+l,..., y~'+s 
with the property that Ya, Y2 ,..-, Y~/2 fire at each step (if possible) and Y(n/2)+l "'" Y~+~ 
fire (if possible) at every second step. Then  the following are true: 
(i) x~ +~ =_,~v~ +~, j = 1, 2,..., (n/2) - -  w and, in general 
(ii) x~ +i = y~+i, j = 1, 2,..., (n/2) - -  iw. 
Note that here x~ +i refers to the 0-computat ion and y~+i refers to the 1-computation. 
9 ~lk+l For i = t, by definition of the 1-computation all transitions on ya ~+1 -" .,(~/2~-w take 
place exactly as for the 0-computation 9 Thus  (i) follows9 For i > 1 a simple induction 
proves (ii). When i ~ (n - -  2)/2w, then x~ =y~ for j  = 1. Hence t o t 9' where 
t 0' = min{l I y l  ~ e ;T} 
and the "general" fires at the same step in this particular l -computat ion as in the 
0-computation. Now, analyzing when the "colonel" fires, we claim that for 
i = l, 2,. . ,  (n - -  2)/2w, 
(iii) .~+1 = vk.+2i for j -- n/2 + 1 -k iw ..... n q- 2. "'J -." 5 
Of course, by construction, y~+2~ = y~+2i-] fo r j  n/2 + 1 .... , n q- 2. Clearly, (iii) holds 
also by induction. Now, when i - -  [(n - -  2)/2w] - -  l, then 
X~g--1 . tg+((n--2)/2w)--2 =yj  for j=n- -w ..... n+2.  
tg--1 tg+((n--2)/2w)--2 
In  particular, for large enough n, xn+ ~ = Yn+2 9 Define 
9 t~' = min{/ly~+~ e 5a} 9 
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fg--1 rn ta+((n-2) /2w)-2 
Since tc >/ t~,  x~+ z 6 J .  Therefore Yn+2 65P. Consequently, to' > tg + 
[(n --  2)/2w] - -  2. Thus 
f(n) ~ I tc' to' ] ~ [(n 2)/2w] - -  1. | 
We note that although our theorem states only that f(n) ~ ~n we have actually proven 
a somewhat stronger esult, namely that f(n) ~ [(n - -  2)/2w] --  1. The sharpness of this 
result is particularly noticeable for the case of an ordinary array of machines with r ~ ] = 3 
mentioned earlier. In this case w = 1, so our result becomes f(n) ~ (n/2) --  2. However, 
such a single change grammar can readily be devised to "find the middle" of an array. 
Briefly, this can be accomplished by first getting the array into a condition of "alternating 
l's and 2's" in machines, then applying grammar G 3 of Example 2.7 to move all 2's to 
the left and l 's to the right. Finally, the 21 boundary indicates the "middle." Now, 
firing from the middle outward gives a firing for which f(n) ~ nD/2, the worst case 
being that one half fires at the fastest possible rate and the other half fires at the slowest 
possible rate. Thus, for D = 1 we get the very tight lower and upper bounds of 
(n/2) - -  2 ~ f(n) ~ n/2. Although it seems clear that D should enter the lower bound in 
a multiplicative way, so as to give fairly tight lower and upper bounds for any D, it is 
not immediately apparent how D could be appropriately introduced into the proof. 
Theorem 3.1 can be viewed as being sharp in still another sense. Given any D and 
any E > 0 there is an asynchronous grammar that solves the ( f ,  D)  firing squad problem 
withf(n)  --  En. The solution is just to have the general send a signal down to the colonel. 
This signal causes each machine to fire as it receives it. Since one can clearly send a 
signal from the general to the colonel in ~r  time by using productions of the form 
sqk-~ s ~+1 (s = shoot state, q = quiescent state) for k large, it follows that one can 
solve the ( f ,  D)  firing squad problem with f(n) = en. 
4. THE CR THEOREM 
The objective of this section is to prove the CR Theorem, which states that all 
D-computations for a given input and elementary grammar yield the same result and 
the time required is less than or equal to (D + 1) times the 0-computation time for that 
input. Several preliminaries are required prior to the statement and proof of the theorem. 
This entire section implicitly refers to an elementary grammar G = (Z~, P ) .  
DEFINITION 4.1. Let x ~ Z ~ and 1 ~ k ~ n. Define f~(x), a substitution function as 
~yo~bfiz if 3~xafl -+ o~bfl c P such that x : y~aflz and [yoga [ : k, 
fk(x) = lundefined otherwise. 
Since G is elementary, it is determinate and hencef~(x) is well defined. We next establish 
that for a single transition, the order of application of the productions is immaterial. 
Notationally, if f ,  g, h are substitution functions for x, let fgh(x) denote the repeated 
function application 
f(g(h(x))). 
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A simple consequence of the definition of t--- and the substitution functions is given 
in the first lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. x ~-- y i f  and only /f y = f,z --'fa~(x) where fa,(x) is defined, 1 <~ i <~ q. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let x ~ X ~' and fa,(x), 1 <~ i ~ q be a set of substitution functions defined 
for x. Then for any permutation ~r on { 1 ..... q}, 
Pro@ 
f%"A@)  =A~"AM)  ye  z . .  
Iff,.(x) and f,(x) are defined, then r =/= s implies 
fff~(x) = f.@(x) = z E Z ~, 
since G is determinate and persistent. A straightforward induction on the number of 
interchanges required to reorder r to 1 "'" q completes the proof. | 
Suppose fa~, 1 ~< i <~ r is the set of all substitution functions defined for x, then we 
define x ~-p~r Y as y =fa l  "" fG(x)  9 We also note that x ~---1 x' if x' =fa~(x) for some k, 
l~k~r .  
The next temma, illustrated in Fig. 4.1a, will be an integral part of the induction of 
the subsequent lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. I f  x ~ 27 ~, X ~---t y, X ~---par X', y ~-par y '  then x' ~-I Y'. 
Proof. Let fa~(x) be all defined substitution functions for x, 1 ~ i ~ r. From the 
definition of ~---par, and Lemma 4.2 
and 
*' A, ""A~(~) 
y = fd~)  
O) 
with renaming if necessary. Let fq (y )  1 <~ i <~ q be all defined functions for y. Then 
y' = fc~ " foj.~(x). 
By persistence fe JG(x )  is defined for all i, 1 ~< i ~< r - -  1, and so {fal ,  .... far_~} C 
{ fq  .... , feo}. By Lemma 4.1 then we can reorder and substitute to get 
y' = L I  "L  Ja~ " fd  x) (2) 
for some f~i' where 
(f,1 ..... f,s} -- {fct ,--',fc~} -- {fal, .... fd,_)- 
Combining (1) and (2) and using the definition of ~--z, it follows that x' ~-1 Y'. ! 
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Lemma 4.3 is generalized in Lemma 4.4. The lemma and proof are illustrated by 
Fig. 4.lb. 
LEMMA 4 .4 .  If  x E Z n, X ~3-1y  , X ~'-'pt~r X', y b--par y' then x' ~-l Y" 
Proof. We use induction on the number of applications of ~---1 in going from x to y. 
If x = y the result is trivial and when the length is 1, the result follows from Lemma 4.3. 
Let 
k ~ 2. Let 
By Lemma 4.3, 
X = gO 0 I--- 1 "dO 1 t--- 1  9  I--- 1 .,.,.,.,.,~jk i...... 1 W~:+I = y, 
w~ ~--par v~ 0 ~< i ~< k + 1. 
~ v3-1 4 +1 0 ~ i ~ k. 
571h4ii-5 
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Thus, 
~1 b~_ 1g0k+l 
and since x' = ~z and y '  = @k+l it follows that x' ~k- xy' .  | 
Figure 4. lc illustrates the next lemma. 
LEMMA 4.5. -If x E Z n, x ~--- y and x ~--par y '  then y ~-l  y' .  
Proof. Let  fa~(x) be all defined substitution functions for x, 1 ~_< i ~ r. 
Then 
Y =f~,  ""f~,(~) 
for some j ~ r by Lemma 4.1 and (possibly) renaming. 
But 
Y' = fal "'" fa,(x) = fax "" fa,_~(Y), 
and hence y ~k- 1y' .  | 
We can now state the main result of this section. 
CR T~tEOREM. Let G ~- <X, P> be an elementary asynchronous grammar and x ~ X ~. 
Let x = u ~ u 1, u~,..., u Z be a halting O-computation of G on x and x --- v ~ v 1, v~,..., v ~ be 
any halting D-computation of G on x. Then 
(1) vi ~-1 ui, and 
(2) ui ~-1 vi(v+l), 
o<~i<~l. 
Note. I f  m < I(D q- 1) we suppose the D-computation has been extended such that 
m <p ~I (D  q -1)  implies v v = v =. This theorem and its proof are illustrated in 
Fig. 4.1d-4.1E 
Proof. (1) We prove this by induction on i. For i = 0, it is trivially true. By 
hypothesis vi ~-1 ui for i ~< k. By definition of 0-computation u j t---par u j+l, 0 ~ j  < 1. 
Define v t~ ~--par w for some w. By Lemma 4.4, w ~** u ~+1. But, by Lemma 4.5 v k+l ~-~ w. 
Therefore vk+l ~-1 uk+l" 
(2) This is also proved by induction on i. For i = 0, the result is trivial. By indue- 
tion hypothesis, u i '*~-1 vi(D+l), for i -~< k, and by definition of 0-computation u j I--pa r u j+l 
for 0 ~<j < l. 
CLAIM. ~g0 such that v k(D+~) ~'-par go~*~l v~(D+I)+D+I. (We prove the claim in a 
moment.) By Lemma 4.4 u k+! ~-1 w and therefore u k+l ~'1 vk(D+l)+D+k To see that 
the claim is true, letfa~(v 7aD+~)) be all defined functions, then 
W = fa l "" fa~(V ~{D+I)) 
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by definition of ~---par- For 1 ~ j  ~< D + 1 definefc~r to be all defined substitution 
functions uch that 
v k(D+l)+J fel~ ""f%(v~(m~)+5-~). 
But by persistence, the definition of D-computation and a reordering argument similar 
to that of Lemma 4.2, 3fq ..... fe, such that 
vk(D+l)+,+x = f~ ... f~Ja ... fa~(v~(D+l)), 
and the claim follows. | 
The import of the CR Theorem can be seen in the following corollaries. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let G = (Z,  P )  be an elementary asynchronous grammar and x E Z ~. 
I f  y ~ Z ~ is the result of any halting D-computation of G on x, then y is the result of all 
halting D-computations of G on x. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let G = (27, P )  be an elementary asynchronous grammar and x ~ 27~. 
I f  a O-computation of G on x halts in l steps, then any D-computation of G on x halts in 
less than or equal to l(D + 1) steps. 
It is important to note that the requirements of determinacy and persistence are 
necessary in the sense that the CR Theorem is false if they are eliminated. This is clear 
for determinacy. Grammar G 2 from Section 2, which is not persistent and which executed 
in approximately n 2 rather than n steps, demonstrates this for persistence. We shall have 
occasion to use these two corollaries in the next section on recognition capabilities. 
The connection between asynchronous computation and the Church-Rosser property 
has been observed before by several researchers [6, 8]. The contribution here is that in 
the presence of bounded elay (D < c~) not only do asynchronous computations "behave 
the same" but they operate in "about the same time." In particular, Corollary 4.2 is 
new, while Corollary 4.1 for D ~ oo can be proved fairly directly from results in [6, 8]. 
5. RECOGNITION PROPERTIES OF LINEAR ASYNCHRONOUS GRAMMARS 
The goal of this section is to argue that the sets recognizable by cellular one-dimensional 
arrays [10] in time t can a]so be recognized by linear asynchronous grammars in time 
3(D + 1) t for all delays D >/0. Since cellular arrays can solve a wide class of recognition 
problems in a synchronous and efficient manner, we can conclude that these problems 
can also be performed asynchronously without serious time degradation. 
The overall strategy begins by noting that any single change, determinate asynchronous 
grammar (of which cellular arrays are a special case) can be put into a normal form with 
certain properties. The next step is to show how to construct a persistent grammar 
from the normal form grammar, such that both grammars produce the same output 
in the synchronous case (0-computations). Finally, we appeal to the CR Theorem to 
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establish that for any single change, determinate asynchronous grammar, there exists 
an elementary grammar accepting the same set in time 3(D + 1) t, where t is the recogni- 
tion time for a 0-computation of the original grammar. The desired result then follows 
as a corollary since cellular one-dimensional rrays correspond to single change, deter- 
minate asynchronous grammars. 
To simplify the exposition, we omit two details. First, we omit the construction of 
the normal form and, secondly, we ignore the details involving the end-points of the 
array. For convenience, the reader can suppose that the configurations are bounded by 
end markers and appropriate productions exist for handling the markers. The general 
case is unaffected by this assumption. 
Let G : (27, P )  be any single change, determinate asynchronous grammar. (Note 
that cellular one-dimensional rrays satisfy this requirement.) 
DEFINITION 5.1. A single change, determinate asynchronous grammar GN = (2J, PN) 
is a normal form for G, if there exists a k such that 
(i) W--~/?~PN,]~1 =k,  
(ii) al "'" ai,: -+ bl "'" bk E PN implies a 1 "" akk/21 = b 1 "" bkk/2 j and 
ak(k+D/2j+l "-" a~ = bL(k+l)/~+l "'" hie, 
(iii) ~ -+/3 ~ PN <=> 3p C P such that a ~--~/9. 
Informally, requirement (i) states that all productions are of the same size, while 
(ii) guarantees that the modification is to the "middle" term in the production. This 
latter requirement implies, of course, that k is an odd integer. Property (iii) requires 
the same behavior from the two production sets on k length strings. It can be seen that 
cellular one-dimensional rrays are iepresented by normal form grammars with k : 3. 
Let G x be a normal form for G and let m -- (h + 1)/2 in the sequel. 
LEMMA 5. I. For any G, there exists a GN 9 
Proof. This can be done by suitably padding out productions of the original grammar. 
The construction is omitted. ! 
LEMMA 5.2. I f  G is tingle change and determinate, then GN is single change and 
determinate. 
Proof. The single change property follows directly from Definition 5.1(ii) and the 
determinacy property follows from Definition 5.1(iii). | 
LEMMA 5.3. Let x~ x h be a O-computation for G and x ~ = yO,..., yh be a O-computa- 
tion for GN on x ~ Then x z = y~, 0 ~ l ~ h. 
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Pro@ By induction on l. For t = 0 the result is immediate. Suppose it is true for 
x z+l P applies at j  in x z. I fpN ~ PN applies at j  in yZ requirement a l l i~ l .  Ifx~ ~=. . j  ,hOp 
(iii) is contradicted, so x~ +1 -- y~+l. I f  x~ z @ 4 +a, some p ~ P applies at j in x z. Let 
= x~_~+ 1 ".- x~+,~ . Then a ~--~ fl and by (iii), a ~- fi ~ PN implying j active in f .  
Thus .~+1 . z+1 
Having found a normal form for G, we now seek to construct a new grammar G' 
which is persistent. We first require a definition. 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let G N -- (Z,  Pzv) be a single change, determinate asynchronous 
grammar in normal form. The completion of Gu is a system G e = (22, Pc) such that 
Informally, the completion of G N has the production set as GN with all "idling" 
productions added. Thus, the completion is not an asynchronous grammar. This is 
no problem since the completion will be transformed into a legal asynchronous 
grammar below. 
A few comments are in order about the forthcoming construction. The goal is to 
achieve persistence. The technique by which this is accomplished is to define a protocol 
that enables each device to acquire inputs from its neighbors. The protocol is basically 
three fold: (1) a device announces its intention to change state. At this point, every 
neighbor that depends upon the device's current value for its next state change must 
now retrieve the input. This is done by having the neighbors announce their intent to 
change state. When all the neighbors have announced, (2) a device is allowed to perform 
its transition. After the device and its neighbors have changed state, (3) they acknowledge 
that fact by becoming quiescent. A new cycle is then ready to begin. The purpose, there- 
fore, for completing tile grammar is to enable transitions that would not otherwise fire 
to receive input, even though no new state change will result. 
DEFINITION 5.3. Given G~ = (X,  P , )  the completion of an asynchronous grammar, 
define the alphabet sets 
Informally, each element of 2: a is a state adevice enters when it announces its intent 
to change from state a to state b. 'Each element of 2J a is a transition state it enters before 
becoming quiescent. Each element of 2Ja. is a quiescent state. We next define the produc- 
tions for the new grammar from the completion. 
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DEFINITION 5.4. Given the completion G, = ( I ,  P , )  of a normal form grammar 
define the production sets 
ea 
c i E 
Pt  - -  
Pq  == 
l C 1 " ' "  Cm_ lgmem+ 1 " ' "  C/~ " -+ C 1 " ' "  C~_  1 bm Cra+l  " '"  C k 
I al "'" a~ "" ae -~ a 1 .." b m ."  a,  e Pc and 
s W {ai}, 1 ~ i <~ k and i 4- mi, 
[ a i "-" a~ -'- ak -+ al "'" bm "'" a~ e P~ and 
d i ~ Z a~ k3 Zai , 1 <~ i ~ k and i 4- m I , 
l e l ' "e~_ l [b : ]em+l" -e~- -e l ' "em_ lbmern+l" 'ek  
I al "'" a,~ "- a~ --+ a 1 --- b~ -.- ak e P~ and 
e icZ~WZ(~0, ,  1 ~<i~k, i@m I. 
The P~ productions accomplish the announcing task. Note that the neighbors may or 
may not have announced when a given position does so. The Pt  productions perform 
the transition and they require that the neighbors have either performed the transition 
or announced. The Pq productions return to quiescent state where the neighbors 
have either done so as well or at worst, they have performed their transition. Let 
X'  = O,~z l~  u X~ in the sequel. 
LEMMA 5.4. G' = (X  L9 Z ' ,  P~ L) Pt  L) Pq) is a single change asynchronous grammar. 
In the sequel we will use G' for this grammar. 
Proof. immediate, by construction. | 
LEMMA 5.5. G' is determinate. 
Proof. Determinacy is vacuously satisfied since no two productions have the same 
left-hand side and all productions change only the middle symbol. | 
LEMMA 5.6. G' is persistent. 
Proof. Let x ~-~ y for some p E P~ k3 Pt  k3 Pq such that x i ~ Yi and x ~--# y '  for 
some p'  c P ,  u Pt k) Pq such that xi ~ y( .  Assume, in contradiction to the persistence 
requirement, that yp"  e P~ • Pt  u Pq such that y '  '~-~. y"  implies y"  4- Yi 9 Let 
p - -  ul "'" u,n "'" uk --~ ul "'" u~' "'" uz~ and p'  = v 1 "'" vm "'" v~ --~ v 1 "'" %/  "" v k . Thus 
x ~--~ y implies 
Xi_m+ 1 " ' "  Xi+m_ 1 - -  U 1 ""  Ulr 
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and x ~--~. y '  implies 
x~_,,+~ ..- x,+~_] = v~ "-- v~ for some l with i - -  m + 1 ~ l ~ i -+- m - -  1, 
since otherwise p would still be active at i in x (see Fig. 5.1). Moreover, since xi = y~', 
i v~ t Define j = i - -  l, then 
x~ ~ u m ~ vm+~ , (*) 
and 
x~ = v~ = u , . _ j .  ( * * )  
PRODUCTION p APPLIES AT i IN X 
/x  
/ \ 
I I i 
i I I 
xe_m. x~ ~/~ x~+,. 
\ 
PRODUCTION p' APPLIES AT J~ IN X 
F~.  5.1. Production application where the changing position ofp' ,  which is 1, overlaps some 
location of the p application. 
Case 1 (p  ~ Po). By construction, p ~ P~ implies u,, E Z. But (*) implies vm+)c 27, 
so p '  ~ P , .  I fp '  e Pq,  then the construction implies v,~ ~ Z a for some a, but  (**) implies 
u,~_j c Z a , contradicting p ~ P~.  Therefore p'  c Pa ,  and vm' c 27 a for some a. But by 
construction, a production w 1 "-- w,, --- we --~ wl "'" w,,' "-- wk exists such that 1 ~ z ~ k, 
z # m - - j ,  u~ = w z , and wm-s = v,~' ~ Z a. Moreover, win' = u~'. Thus,  the assumption 
is false if p E Pa 9 
Case 2 (p  E Pt).  By construction, p ~ P~ implies u~ e 2; ~ for some a. But (*) implies 
v,,+j ~ Z ~, so p ' r  Pq .  I fp '~  P,, ,  then the construction implies v~ eZ,  but  (**) implies 
u~_j c Z, contradict ingp ~ P~. Hence, p '  ~ P , ,  and v,,' ~ Z~ for some a. But by construc- 
tion, a production w a - - -w~- ' -w  k--+w t - - -w  m' - - 'w  k exists such that l ~z~k,  
z v~ m --  j ,  u~ - -  w~, and w~_j = v,,,' ~ Z~. Moreover, win' = u,,'. Thus  the assumption 
is false, if p e P , .  
Case 3 (p  E Po). By construction, p e Pq implies um c 27~ for some a. But (*) implies 
vm+j c 27,, so P '6  P , .  I f  p 'e  P t ,  then the construction implies v,~ ~ X a, for some a, 
but (**) implies u~ j e 27% contradicting p ~ Pq.  Hence, p'  ~ Pq.  An  argument similar 
to the above guarantees a production, so the assumption is false if p ~ P~.  I 
LEMMA 5.7. The sequence x ~ x x ..... x 3n b a O-computat ion sequence fo r  G '  on x ~ i f f  
x o = yO, y l  ..... y~ is a O-computat ion sequence fo r  G~r on x ~ and  y i  = x ai, 0 ~ i ~ h. 
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Proof. Clearly, by construction 
xai ~ ~n i = 0, 1, 2,..., h, 
i=0 ,~ ..... (h - - l ) ,  
i = 0, ~,..., (h - -1 ) ,  
Suppose x ~ ~- x ~ satisfies since x ~ xl,..., x 3h is a 0-computation. the lemma for 
i = 0, t,..., t. To prove the if part, let Pl  ~ P~ apply at j in x 3z, then x 3~ ~-~t x~+l and 
x~ z+l ~ [~] for some a, b ~ Z'. Each of the m - -  1 neighbors on either side is in a state 
chosen from Ua~x Xa as well. Hence there is a Pe E Pt such that x a~+l ;---~ x 3z+2 and 
x~ z+e = [~]. Now, the m - -  1 neighbors on either side are in a state chosen from 0~x X~. 
Hence some P3 ~ Pq applies and x 3~+e ~-% x "~(~+l) such that x~ (z+l) = b. But, by construc- 
tion, these three transitions imply there exists a p c P~ such that x a~ ~--v x 3(z+1) with 
x~ (~+1) = b. I f  a @ b then p e Ply and so x~ (~+1) = y~. I f  a = b, no production in PN 
applies (p was added by completion) and yjZ = yS+~ at the (l -? l)st step of the 0-com- 
putation of G N on  x ~ 
To prove the only if part, suppose in the 0-computation of G x on x ~ y~ ~_y~+l. I fp  
is active at j in yZ, p e Pc- I f  yjZ = y~+l, a completion production has been added. In 
either case, according to the construction a production Pl  ~P~ exists such that 
x az ~---~1 x ~+~ with x~ z+~ ~ [~] and ys z = a and y~+~ - -  b. It is easily observed that other 
productions exist such that x a~+~ -  x a~+2 ~ x ~(z+~) and x~ (~+1) =: b = y~+~. | 
THEOREM 5.1. Given a single change, determinate asynchronous grammar G ~ (X, P ) ,  
there exists an elementary grammar G' = (X ' ,  P ' )  such that Vn and VD > O, i f  x ~ ~ X ~ 
and x ~ ..... xhl is a halting O-computation of G on x ~ then 3he such that 
(i) x~ x h~ is a halting D-computation for G' on x ~ with x h2 -~ x 1~1, and 
(ii) h e~<3(D+l )h  1. 
Pro@ Form G N , the normal form for G. Complete the normal form and construct G'. 
The 0-computation for these grammars yields the same output with G' operating at 
most three times slower than G. By the CR Theorem of the previous ection, G' satisfies 
(i) and (ii) since it is elementary, by Lemmas 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6. | 
COROLLARY 5.1. A set recognized by a cellular one-dimensional array in time t is 
recognized by some elementary grammar, asynchronously, in time less than or equal to 
3(D + 1) t, for all D >~ O. 
Proof. Let 3:2J • 2J • X -+X be the transition function for the cellular one- 
dimensional array [10]. Then define G = <Z, P )  where ala2a3--+ a lbea~EP iff 
3(a 1, a2, aa) = b2 , with a 2 ~ b2 , Val , a2 , a3 , b e e X. | 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
What we have done in this paper is to introduce the notion of bounded delay asyn- 
chronism and to study some of its properties in terms of very special structures, which 
we called linear asynchronous structures. We have shown three main results: First, 
that these structures cannot be synchronized well; the "gap between firings" is a function 
of the number of elements in the structure. Second, that under suitable hypotheses 
(elementary grammars) the systems compute unique values, and are not much "slower" 
than synchronous tructures; and finally that these systems are computationally as 
powerful as synchronous systems. 
Several natural questions arise. The first is: What happens for more complicated 
structures ? Natural extensions would be to higher dimensional uniform structures and 
to tree and graph structures in which each node had the same in and out degree. It  
would seem that similar results could be obtained. 
The second question arises from our CR Theorem in Section 4. We have already 
shown in Section 4 how there is an intimate connection between Church-Rosser systems 
and linear asynchronous structures. But our CR Theorem says something more than 
the usual Church-Rosser type result by introducing timing, or number of steps, com- 
parisons between the "shortest" and "longest" paths to the unique result. The question, 
then, is how or when can such timing results be obtained for other types of Church- 
Rosser theorems ? Clearly, they do not hold, in general, since some Church-Rosser 
systems can have "unbounded elay." Also, one could have bounded delay but some sort 
of looping behavior that could give rise to no tight bound existing for timing. Never- 
theless, it would be interesting to characterize, for general Church-Rosser systems, when 
various types of bounds on timing hold. 
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